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changed observing the eyepiece that - tele vue optics - in 1977, nagler founded tele vue optics in spring
valley, new york. there, he began making projection lenses for big-screen television sets. in 1979, nagler
introduced tele vue plössl eyepieces to amateur astronomers, but even though the plössls received rave
reviews, 1980 stands out in the minds of most observers. that was the year the tele vue in the shops
televue delos - tele vue optics - in the shops spectacle wearers often struggle with the poor eye relief on
eyepieces, but the new delos range from televue promises to change that, and offer a wide- !eld too, says neil
english . c onsult any decent book on practical amateur astronomy and youÕll soon uncover recommendations
on the best eyepieces to use with your telescope. william optics new generation vs tele vue everbright the tele vue fit and finish with a one piece machined body whose nosepiece can’t unscrew and flip your
eyepieces upside down, and you begin to see why some folks started to consider standard diagonals passé.
william optics, a small company that’s recently been making a big name for itself with tele vue’s np101is
delivers ultra-sharp images. by jim ... - in 2004, tele vue optics of chester, new york, started work on a
new design to address this demand. the imaging system (“is”) series provides a suitable image field for use
with these chips. 13mm ethos eyepiece instructions - lib.opticsplanet - tele vue optics, inc., 32 elkay
drive, chester, ny 10918 845-469-4551 for newtonians/dobsonians, we recommend our paracorr coma
corrector to eliminate the mirror coma in f/5.5 or faster scopes. this permits the same kind of full field
sharpness routinely seen in tele vue’s np-series refractors. use the ethos 2" barrel in tele vue’s flagship
imaging system - sky & telescope - tele vue’s flagship imaging system without compromising its visual
performance, tele vue’s top-of-the-line apo refractor is now customized for astrophotography. scope quest
2008 the world’s best birding optics scanning ... - the world’s best birding optics dreary drizzle (not hard
to come by in ithaca), enough variation to put even the toughest scopes to the test. i ended my last scope
review with two challenges to optics manufacturers. the first—creating the ultimate birding scope that could
provide a flawless image at powers exceeding 75x in a
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